
Materials: 
Junk printing bits e.g. lego block, strips of
card, polystyrene, sponge pieces, dice,
bottle top, building blocks, unifix cubes,
magazines, glue, paint, scissors.

Starter - This activity is about creating a
house or building using printing so look
at the collection of junk printing things
you have collected and using one
coloured paint experiment with them to
see what patterns they make. Once the
children have experimented you could
talk to them about which printing
material they will use, for what part of
their picture and why they have chosen
that.

C

Activity - After experimenting with shapes and the marks that can be printed
using found objects and junk recycling, try and make a picture of your house, or
an imaginary house.

Artist links. Lauren Child, Children’s Author/Illustrator.
Lauren makes images of houses and places in her illustrations with a range of
techniques, but often uses printing.
Check out her work on http://www.milkmonitor.com

Topic : Home
Activity : Printing a house.
Using junk experiment with building up
houses, real or imagined from shapes
printed with junk. 

These activities have been created to support creative learning. At a time when
children are spending a lot of time in their home we thought we would look at how
artists have responded to their own home and community..
Start where you are, use what you have and do what you can.' Arthur Ashe.

Use what you can find in your waste for printing
shapes.



Career Link: designer, interior designer, architect, illustrator.

Vocabulary: print, pattern, collage, cut, stick, arrange,  position, composition, experiment,
collage

Differentiation: The children will meet this at their own level.

Evaluation: At a couple of points through the lesson have a plenary, a mini discussion, where
pupils say again what they like, notice and wonder about each others work. They will get
ideas and inspiration from each other. that will extend their skills. Use the 'Creative Stars'
self evaluation tool to decide which creative habit has been used today.

Create a house or building using the
printing ideas from the starter activity. 
What will you use to make the window
frame, the brick patterns, the roof
tiles? 
Cut out the window and stick an image
of a room from magazine as if you
were looking inside to the room.
Use pages from a magazine to make
the bricks, roof tiles, curtains. 
Make a house from a book e.g. the
three pigs houses or a famous house
e.g. Buckingham Palace or a house
from a historical period e.g. Tudor
house.

Get started by .....·


